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The description of the Moffatt & Parker problem recently revisited by O. Pezzi et al. [O. Pezzi
et al., The Astrophys. Journal 834, 166 (2017)] is here extended by analyzing the features of the
turbulence produced by the interaction of two colliding Alfvénic wave packets in a kinetic plasma.
Although the approach based on the presence of linear modes features is still helpful in characterizing
some low-energy fluctuations, other signatures, which go beyond the pure linear modes analysis, are
recovered, such as the significant weakening of clear dispersion relations and the production of zero
frequency fluctuations.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

The main mechanism of turbulence is the nonlinear
coupling among fluctuations, which transfers energy to
different spatial scales, thus generating the turbulence
spectrum (e.g., [1]). In the ideal incompressible Magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD), where fields are often expressed
in terms of the Elsässer variables z± = u ± b/(4πρ)1/2

(u, b and ρ being the velocity, magnetic field and density,
respectively) [2], a peculiar aspect is that nonlinear cou-
plings can only take place between δz+ and δz− fluctua-
tions. In this context, Moffatt [3] and Parker [4] consid-
ered the problem of the collision of two large-amplitude
spatially localized Alfvén wave packets, oppositely prop-
agating along the background magnetic field B0, which
can be seen as z+ and z− perturbations. Wave packets
propagate undistorted until overlapping, when they start
being modified by nonlinear interactions. Then, wave
packets eventually separate and propagate once again
undisturbed without further interactions. The interac-
tion between oppositely propagating Alfvénic packets has
been considered as the “building block” of nonlinear phe-
nomena taking place in incompressible MHD turbulence
[5–10]. The relevance of this phenomenon is also due to
the fact that Alfvénic perturbations represent the main
component of fluctuations in weakly compressible natu-
ral plasmas, as directly measured in the fast streams of
solar wind [11, 12] and inferred in the solar corona by
remote sensing observations [13–16].

However, the incompressible approximation is often
not fully adequate, since it neglects, obviously compres-
sions, but also dispersion and kinetic effects. Indeed, al-
though many intervals of solar wind are highly Alfvénic
[17, 18], small density variations and a small parallel mag-
netic field variance are found, as in the often-quoted 5:4:1
variance ratio [11]. Moreover, at smaller scales near the
ion inertial scale, kinetic properties are observed, such as
spectral steepening [12, 19], dispersive wave effects [20–
22], temperature anisotropy, beams and other distortions
of the proton velocity distribution function (VDF) [23–
30]. These considerations place the problem of the col-
lision of Alfvén wave packets in a much more complex

framework.

In two previous papers [31, 32] (hereafter Paper I
and II), we revisited the collision of two large-amplitude
Alfvénic wave packets by means of compressible MHD,
Hall MHD and hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell (HVM) numerical
simulations. Results showed a dynamics more complex
than that envisaged by Moffatt and Parker in the ideal in-
compressible MHD case: (i) the complexity of structures
produced by nonlinear interactions makes it difficult to
determine whether wave packets are fully separated after
their collision; (ii) the time behavior of several integral
quantities is different from that expected in the ideal in-
compressible MHD case; (iii) a tendency has been found
to build up nearly isotropic spectra, with slope about
∼ −5/3, in the plane almost perpendicular to B0.

A similar problem, concerning the interaction of non-
localized moderate-amplitude Alfvén waves at spatial
scales comparable with the ion inertial length, has been
approached within the weak turbulence framework [33];
moreover gyro-kinetic simulations [34] and laboratory ex-
periments [35–37] have been performed in a similar con-
text. This approach is often based on the assumption of
small-amplitude fluctuations and describes turbulence in
terms of weakly nonlinear couplings among waves, each
belonging to a well-defined propagating mode and main-
taining its own distinctive properties (e.g., dispersion re-
lation, etc). The theory of weak turbulence in plasmas
has been widely studied within MHD [8, 38], including
dispersive effects [39] and also for high-frequency waves
[40–42]. Moreover, within this framework, properties
concerning the Landau damping of a kinetic Alfvén wave
(KAW) or its absorption in an inhomogeneous plasma
have been investigated in detail [43–45]. Strong and
weak turbulence theories may be viewed as complemen-
tary [46, 47], and there is a debate on the applicability of
a “wave approach” to describe, for instance, turbulence
in the solar wind [48–54]. In the present paper we intend
to give further contributions to these fundamental issues.

In the large-amplitude packets collision considered
here, the ratio between the nonlinear time τnl = ∆/u
and characteristic wave-packet collision time τcoll = ∆/V
is about 1/2 (where ∆, u and V are respectively the
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wave packet width, the perturbation amplitude and the
in-plane propagation speed). This indicates that wave
packets are significantly modified by nonlinear couplings
also in a single collision. The purpose of the present pa-
per is to give some insights concerning the kind of inter-
actions that occur between the packets and to analyze, in
particular, the fluctuations generated by the collision in
terms of properties associated either with linear modes,
or with turbulence. Signatures of localized waves have
been also recovered in a fully turbulent scenario driven
by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [55]. Here we show
that wave-like activity, characterized by the presence of
linear plasma mode features, diminishes in favor of tur-
bulence even if one starts with Alfvénic wave packets. In
particular, we point out that some fluctuations generated
by nonlinear interactions display polarization and corre-
lation properties typical of linear modes. However, after
the collision, the frequency-wavenumber branches appear
significantly broadened and tend to build up quasi sta-
tionary structures.

II. NUMERICAL APPROACH AND INITIAL
CONDITION

Here we numerically solve the hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell
(HVM) system of equations for a quasi-neutral plasma
composed of kinetic, collisionless protons and fluid
Maxwellian electrons [24]. The phase space configura-
tion is 2.5D–3V , which means that all the vector compo-
nents are retained but they depend only on two spatial
coordinates x = (x, y). Dimensionless HVM equations
are:

∂tf + v · ∇f + (E+ v ×B) · ∇vf = 0 (1)

E− d2e∆E = −ue ×B−
∇Pe

n
+

d2e
n

[∇ ·Π+ nu×B+∇ · (n (uu− ueue))] (2)

∂tB = −∇×E ; ∇×B = j (3)

where f = f(x,v, t) is the proton distribution function,
E(x, t) is the electric field, B(x, t) = B0 + b(x, t) is the
total magnetic field and j = ∇ × B is the total current
density. Proton density n(x, t) and mean velocity u(x, t)
are obtained as velocity moments of the proton distribu-
tion function f . Moreover, a quasi-neutrality condition
(n = np = ne) and an isothermal equation of state for
the electron pressure Pe are assumed. To prevent numer-
ical instabilities electron inertia effects have been consid-
ered in Ohm’s law using an electron to ion mass ratio
me/mp = d2e = 0.01 (being de the electron skin depth),
while no external resistivity has been imposed. Since the
scale associated with de is almost at the limit of the acces-
sible scales of our simulation, we can reasonably expect
that the present value of mass ratio does not influence the
results presented here, which occur on scales much larger
than de. In Eqs. (1)–(3) time, velocities, lengths and

FIG. 1: (Color online) Space-time representation of Alfvénic
packets collision by means of the iso-surfaces of the current
density jz(x, y, t).

masses are scaled to the inverse ion cyclotron frequency
Ω−1

cp , to the Alfvén speed cA, to the proton skin depth
dp = c/ωpp = cA/Ωcp (being c the light speed and ωpp

the proton plasma frequency) and to the proton massmp,
respectively. For the sake of simplicity, all the quantities
will be scaled as prescribed above. Note that, since here
we focus on the HVM simulation, the normalizations are
different from the ones adopted in Paper I and II. A de-
tailed description of the numerical method employed to
solve Eqs. (1)–(3) can be found in Ref. [24].
Eqs. (1)–(3) are integrated in a double periodic box

D(x, y) = [0, Lx]× [0, Ly], being Lx = 256 and Ly = 64,
which has been discretized with (Nx, Ny) = (1024, 256)
points. Each direction of the velocity space is discretized
in the region vi = [−5vth,p, 5vth,p] with Nvi = 51 mesh
points (i = x, y, z), where βp = 2v2th,p/c

2
A = 0.5 and

v2th,p = kBTp/mp is the proton thermal speed. Boundary

conditions in the velocity domain assume f = 0 for |vi| >
5vth,p.
The background magnetic field B0 is mainly perpen-

dicular to the x−y plane: B0 = B0(sinϑ, 0, cosϑ), where
ϑ = cos−1 [(B0 · ẑ) /B0] = 6◦ and B0 = |B0| = 1 in
code units. At t = 0, the proton VDF is a non-drifting
Maxwellian at each spatial point. Then, magnetic b and
mean velocity u perturbations are introduced, while no
density perturbations are imposed. As described in Pa-
per I, initial fluctuations consist of two quasi Alfvénic
wave packets with opposite velocity-magnetic field corre-
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lation, separated along x. Since B0,x 6= 0, wave packets
counter-propagate and collide after a time about τ = 600.
The intensity of the perturbation is 〈b〉rms/B0 = 0.2 and
the Mach number is M = 〈u〉rms/vth,p = 0.4. A detailed
discussion of the properties of the initial conditions can
be found in Paper I.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The evolution of the two wave packets can be easily ap-
preciated in Figure 1, where the shaded surface of the cur-
rent density jz(x, y, t) is reported. The horizontal plane
corresponds to x− y plane, while the temporal evolution
is given by the vertical direction. The two wave pack-
ets start their motion by approaching each other; then,
around t = τ , they collide, producing complex current
structures. During the collision wave packets interact
and change shape, by forming smaller scales fluctuations.
As reported in Paper I, magnetic energy spectra tend to
become isotropic in the plane, indicating the presence
of quasi-perpendicular nonlinear couplings, leading to a
slope close to −5/3. The conservation of the Vlasov in-
variants in the present simulation is well respected (See
Ref. [56] for a detailed discussion). Indeed, the mass,
total energy and entropy are respectively conserved up
to the 0.1%, 0.5% and 1%.

Here we focus on the description of some significant
features which are recovered after the collision. In par-
ticular, small-amplitude ripples, which propagate almost
purely along x, appear in front of each wave packet.
Moreover, at the center of the spatial domain, some vor-
tical current sheet structures are also present and can
be clearly appreciated looking the temporal evolution of
jz(x, y, t), which is showed in the Supplementary Mate-
rial [57].
To understand the physical mechanism driving the

production of these secondary small-amplitude ripples,
whose wavelength is ≃ 5.9, Fig. 2(a) reports the evolu-
tion of |B|(x, y0, t

∗) (solid black) and n(x, y0, t
∗) (dot-

solid red) as a function of x, zoomed in the region

FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) Shape of |B| (solid black) and n

(dot-solid red) as a function of x in the region x = [180, 220],
for y = y0 = 12 and t = t∗ = 1020. (b) Hodogram of
δBz(x, y0, t

∗) as a function of δBy(x, y0, t
∗) for x = [180, 220],

y = y0 = 12 and t = t∗ = 1020. The red square indicates the
initial x point x = 180.

x = [180, 220] (where these disturbances are present) for
y = y0 = 12 and at t = t∗ = 1020. Density n and |B| fluc-
tuations are anti-correlated, this being typical of Kinetic
Alfvén waves and slow magnetosonic modes [22, 58, 59].
In order to differentiate between the two waves branches,
we study their polarization by making the hodogram of
two magnetic field components [58]. Figure 2 (b) re-
ports the hodogram of δBz(x, y0, t

∗) as a function of
δBy(x, y0, t

∗), in the region x = [180, 220] for y = y0 = 12
and at t = t∗ = 1020. The red square in Fig. 2 (b) re-
ports the initial point x = 180. The hodogram shows a
clock-wise rotation with increasing x, that is compatible
only with KAWs or fast magnetosonic waves. We finally
computed the propagation speed of these fluctuations,
finding that this, too, is compatible with the KAWs prop-
agation speed. Therefore, based on these three signa-
tures (correlations, polarization and propagation speed),
we conclude that these small-amplitude fluctuations are
compatible with KAWs. The presence of these fluctu-
ations is a byproduct of the wave packets interaction:
since initial disturbances are mainly Alfvénic, the energy
is transferred along the Alfvén wave branch, thus gener-
ating these KAW-like ripples.

A description of the system solely in terms of linear
plasma mode features is, however, restrictive and the
small-amplitude KAWs are just one element of a more
complex scenario. Indeed, since τnl/τcoll < 1, features
typical of a turbulent regime may be also reached. To
point out that the picture is actually more complex, we
performed the following analysis. We selected two tem-
poral windows of duration T ≃ 300 (about 600 time
steps), before (I) and after (II) the wave packets collision.
In both windows, the magnetic energy Eb(x, t) ≃ δB2

is quite stationary. This allows us to implement a full
spatio-temporal Fourier transform of Eb(x, t) to obtain
Eb(k, ω), thus providing the magnetic energy distribution
in the spectral space ω−k. We should remark that the ω
resolution in our case (∆ω = 2π/T ≈ 2× 10−2) is signif-
icantly finer than the value recovered through spacecraft
measurements [51–54].

Fig. 3 reports the contour plots of Eb,y(kx, ω) =
〈Eb(k, ω)〉ky

(left) and Eb,x(ky , ω) = 〈Eb(k, ω)〉kx
(right)

in region I (top) and II (bottom). Before the interac-
tion, the energy Eb,y(kx, ω) is recovered mostly at rel-
atively larger scales and is distributed in two branches
of waves: Alfvénic (smaller phase speed) and fast mag-
netosonic (larger phase speed). Note that, since the
background magnetic field is quasi-perpendicular to the
propagation plane, the Alfvén speed projected onto the
x−y plane is much smaller compared to the Fast magne-
tosonic phase speed. The coexistence of different waves
branches before the main interaction of the two wave
packets confirms that our initial perturbations are not
purely Alfvénic packets but also include some compres-
sive fluctuations. Some Bernstein fluctuations are also
present along the fast waves branch at high frequencies.
The energy Eb,x(ky , ω) is significantly peaked around
ω ≈ 0 at larger wavelength.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Contour plots of Eb,y(kx, ω) = 〈Eb(k, ω)〉ky (left) and Eb,x(ky, ω) = 〈Eb(k, ω)〉kx (right) in region I
(before collision, top) and in region II (after collision, bottom). The green dashed lines indicate the wavenumber k∗ = 1.5, at
which the cuts reported in Fig. 4 have been performed.

The magnetic energy distribution changes after the
wave packet collision. First, smaller spatial scales are
populated, as can be easily appreciated in Fig. 3 (c–
d), due to the nonlinear couplings which transfer energy
towards larger wave number. However, the energy dis-
tribution is significantly spread in the ω − k space and
does not rigidly follow the standard dispersion relations:
a cone-like region is populated along the kx direction,
while a wide blob, peaked at ω = 0, is covered in the
ky direction. Hence, the presence of dispersion relations
is significantly weakened after a single collision thus sug-
gesting that turbulence is fundamental for describing the
interaction of colliding wave packets. We expect that
the dynamics would be even closer to a fully developed
turbulent scenario if wave packets could interact several
times or for a longer time period.

Figure 4 reports the profile of Eb,y(kx = k∗, ω) as a
function of ω and at a given kx = k∗ = 1.5, while the
inset of Fig. 4 reports Eb,x(ky = k∗, ω) as a function
of ω and at a given ky = k∗ = 1.5. The range of ω in
Fig. 4 has been opportunely chosen to focus on Alfvénic
fluctuations. Dot-solid red and solid black lines in Fig. 4
refer to the temporal windows before (I) and after (II) the
wave packets collision, respectively. Fig. 4 is essentially
a cut of Figs. 3 at a given wavenumber, indicated with a
green dashed line. Clearly, the growth of the amplitude
of Eb,x(ky = k∗, ω) after the wave packets collision is due
to the fact that a bigger amount of energy is present at
ky = k∗ = 1.5 due to the presence of nonlinear couplings
which transfer the energy towards large wavenumbers.

Before the collision (dot-solid red line), the energy is

constrained in a relatively narrow band whose width is
about few ω0 ≃ 2π/T . After the wave packets interac-
tion (solid black line), the energy is instead significantly
spread and the populated band width increases by a fac-
tor 5. The broadening of the dispersion relation suggests
the presence of nonlinear turbulent couplings, whose ex-
planation may be compatible with weak turbulence the-
ory (nonlinear shift of the waves frequency) [60], either
with strong turbulence theory (absence of dispersion rela-
tion). Moreover, in our simulation, the energy associated
with ω ≈ 0 fluctuations significantly increases after the
wave packets collision, as it can be appreciated in Fig.
3(c–d) and in Fig. 4, thus suggesting the the produc-
tion of quasi-stationary turbulent structures. Note that
the energy distribution shown in the inset of Fig. 4 is
peaked at ω ≈ 0 as also recovered in several solar wind
observations [51–54].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Here we described the interaction of two colliding
Alfvénic wave packets by means of hybrid kinetic Vlasov-
Maxwell simulations. We characterized the wave packets’
collision by analyzing the features which can be explained
in terms of a linear modes approach and the signatures
typical of a turbulent regime. Indeed, since the ratio
of nonlinear time to overlap/collision time suggests the
presence of a turbulent regime, it is interesting to study
which linear mode features persist into a turbulent sce-
nario and, on the other hand, which characteristics are
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definitively lost. A wave-like analysis, based on polariza-
tion and correlation, is still useful to characterize small-
amplitude fluctuations that are found to be associated
with KAW-like disturbances. However, signatures of a
turbulent dynamics are also observed. In particular, i)
the energy in the ω − k plane is spread after the wave
packets’ collision and the presence of dispersion relations
is, in general, weakened; ii) the energy contained in the
ω ≈ 0 fluctuations becomes dominant, thus suggesting
the production of quasi-stationary current structures.
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